Between the World and Me-- Ta-Nehisi Coates
Failing Boldly-- Christian Coon
Our Generation-- Zubeida Jaffer
Motor Bike Bob-- Sally Odgers
Cranky Paws-- Sally Odgers
The Mare’s Tale-- Sally Odgers
Being Jazz-- Jazz Jennings
It’s Your World-Get Informed, Inspired, and Get Going-- Chelsea Clinton
Mental Tennis-- Vic Braden
Silence Fallen-- Patrice Briggs
Wired-- Julie Garwood
Gretel-- Christopher Coleman
All the Ugly and Wonderful Things-- Bryn Greenwood
A Study in Charlotte-- Brittany Cavallaro
The Children Act-- Ian McEwan
We are Okay-- Nina La Cour
Windfall-- Jennifer E. Smith
Milk and Honey-- Rupi Kaur
Saint Anything-- Sarah Dessen
The Truth about Forever-- Sarah Dessen
Alice in Wonderland-- Lewis Carroll
Rich Dad, Poor Dad-- Robert Kiyosaki
Real Sex-- Lauren F. Winner
The Way of Discernment-- Elizabeth Liebert
Thief of Time-- Terry Pratchett
Eric-- Terry Pratchett
Monstrous Regiment-- Terry Pratchett
Great Gatsby-- F. Scott Fitzgerald
House on Mango Street-- Sandra Cisneros
Two Kinds-- Amy Tan
The Little Prince-- Antoine De Saint-Exupery
Three Parts Dead-- Max Gladstone
White Rage: The Unspoken Truth of our Racial Divide-- Carol Anderson
No Easy Target-- Iris Johansen
Jake-- Kym Grosso
Damaged-- Pamela Callow
Phantom Evil-- Heather Graham
Haunted-- Heather Graham
Ghost Walk-- Heather Graham
This I Believe-- Jay Allison and Dan Gediman
O’s Little Book of Happiness-- Oprah Winfrey
Cup of Comfort for Horse Lovers-- Colleen Sell
Guards! Guards!-- Terry Pratchett
Soul Music-- Terry Pratchett
Maskerade-- Terry Pratchett
Sorcery-- Terry Pratchett
Moving Pictures-- Terry Pratchett
Lords & Ladies-- Terry Pratchett
Equal Rides-- Terry Pratchett
The Color of Magic-- Terry Pratchett
Carpe Jogulum-- Terry Pratchett
Jingo-- Terry Pratchett
Small Gods-- Terry Pratchett
Snoff-- Terry Pratchett
Unseen Academicals-- Terry Pratchett
Night Watch-- Terry Pratchett
The Truth-- Terry Pratchett
Or-In-Law--Peter David
Star Wars: the Original Trilogy-- Alessandro Ferrari
Imzzadi--Peter David
The Ocean at the end of the Lane-- Neil Gaiman
Good Omens-- Terry Pratchett & Neil Gaiman
American Goods-- Neil Gaiman
The Hunger Games-- Suzanne Collins
Catching Fire-- Suzanne Collins
Mockingjay-- Suzanne Collins
The Last Continent-- Terry Pratchett
Making Money-- Terry Pratchett
Hog Father-- Terry Pratchett
Men at Arms-- Terry Pratchett
Wyrd Sisters-- Terry Pratchett
The Light Fantastic-- Terry Pratchett
Going Postal-- Terry Pratchett
The Fifth Element-- Terry Pratchett
Thud!-- Terry Pratchett
Reaper Man-- Terry Pratchett
Witches Abroad-- Terry Pratchett
The Last Hero-- Peter Bostrom